OFFICIAL VISITS

**General**

1. Number of official visits a prospect may take to ASU

5. Total number of visits to all institutions

48. Total number of hours for visit

- Starts when prospect arrives on campus or receives entertainment or meals
- Must return home after visit

**Eligibility To Visit**

- Senior year (Jan. 1 for juniors in basketball only)
- ASU received transcripts and test scores
- Placed on ASU’s IRL with the NCAA Eligibility Center

**ACS**

- Official visit requests are now through ACS
- Upload airline and visit itineraries, transcripts, and test scores
- Complete reimbursement form in ACS if applicable

**Meals/Entertainment**

40. Maximum amount of dollars student hosts may receive per day for prospect entertainment costs

- Parent entertainment must be included in the host money

3. Number of complimentary admissions prospect may receive (two extra for nontraditional families)

- Must be:
  - Home contests
  - Regular season
  - Through a pass list

3. Number of meals per day for prospect, and his or her parents, legal guardians, children, or spouse

- Reasonable snack may also be provided
- In football, ASU may provide meals for up to 4 family members

**Expenses**

**Automobile Transportation**

ASU can provide:

- Automobile-mileage reimbursement
- Transportation between campus and any bus station, train station, or airport

**For Parents**

- The 48 hours period starts if ASU pays anything for the parent (e.g., hotel)
- In basketball, ASU can provide parents/legal guardians travel and lodging expenses without starting the 48 hours

There are additional rules and exceptions that apply (e.g., prospect arriving in the area too late to start a visit). Please see the Compliance Office if you have specific questions regarding official visits.